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60° 80°
4680E -7E -9E -11E -13E -15E -21E -25E -27E -37E

PSI             GPM

20 0.06 0.08 0.11 0.15 0.21 0.31 0.38 0.47 0.77

25 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.17 0.23 0.35 0.43 0.53 0.86  

30 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.19 0.25 0.38 0.47 0.58 0.94  

40 0.08 0.11 0.15 0.22 0.29 0.44 0.54 0.67 1.09  

50 0.09 0.12 0.17 0.24 0.33 0.49 0.61 0.74 1.22  

70 0.10 0.14 0.20 0.29 0.39 0.58 0.72 0.88 1.44

No. 371576 371577 371578 371579 371580 371581 371582 371583 371585

Calibration for band spraying

➊ Forward speed

See page 9 – calibration of field sprayers

➋ GPA in band

Label recommendations usually state total GPA rates, also called 

broadcast rates. When band spraying we only want to apply this 

broadcast rate in the bands, so instead we will here call it: GPA in 

band.

➌ Calculation of nozzle capacity

   GPA in band x band width (inch) x MPH          = GPM per band
                         5940

If 20 GPA is to be applied at 3 MPH in a 10" wide band, the nec-

essary output will be: 0.1 GPM/per band. If, for instance, 1 nozzle 

per band is used, every nozzle should apply 0.1 GPM. Nozzles 

and pressures can then be found in the relevant tables.

➍ Calculation of total required volume of spray mix

 area of field (acre) x gpm in band x band width (inch) = spray mix (total gal/field)
                           row spacing (inch)

If the row spacing is 30"; band width 10"; field 10 acres; and 

GPA in band = 20 GPA – the total required volume will be:

   10 x 20 x 10 = 66.7 gal.

➎ Calculation of amount of chemical per tank

gallons of water in tank x chemical dose desired (GPA)     = litres of chemical per tank
                      GPA in band 

If the tank holds 500 gallons, and 2 gallons of chemical 

products are required per acre when 20 GPA in band is 

applied, the following calculation should be used:

   500 x 2 = 50 gallons chemical product per tank
      20

In many crops, band spraying provides an efficient way of reducing chemical consumption. HARDI produces both 

conventional and air assisted special sprayers for row crops.

Row spacing

Row width

The spray width can be changed by angling the nozzle

HARDI Even spray nozzles

HARDI 4680E 80° Even spray nozzles – SYNTAL

spraying

sprayers, when only one 

nozzle is used

0.06 to 1.44 GPM

Because of the even spray distribution from this nozzle, 

it is especially well suited for row and inter-row spray-

ing. It is used on hand operated sprayers or on a spray 

boom where chemicals need to be applied over a 

narrow area.

Band spraying

Band Spraying


